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ABSTRACT
Conditions Necessary for the Constructive Utilization of Conflict
(May, 1983)
Marshall I. Kaufman, B.A.
,
Florida Atlantic University
M.Ed., Florida Atlantic University
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by Dr. Donald K. Carew
The purpose of this study was to identify those conditions which
seem necessary for the constructive utilization of interpersonal and
intergroup conflict in organizations. It was hoped that through the
presentation of this infomiation people could develop a clear under-
standing of conflict situations and in turn use those situations more
effectively for creative problem solving, improving communications and
increasing the involvement and commitment of those persons engaged in
confl ict
.
To accomplish the goal of this study the investigator (1) using
identified variables, searched in depth the literature for relevant
findings; (2) using a modified critical incident technique, surveyed a
sample of the membership of the International Association of Applied
Social Scientists to identify the characteristics of actual conflict
situations; and (3) identified and ordered those conditions that seem
necessary for the constructuve utilization of interpersonal and inter-
group conflict in organizations.
VI
The results of the study affirmed certain assumptions about vari-
ables affecting the course of conflict: the characteristicss of con-
flicting parties seems to affect conflict situations; the prior rela-
tionship of the parties also had an impact; social environment,
particularly problem solving resources seemed important; interested
audiences were also significant; as were the strategy and tactics used
by the parties. The importance of consequences and the nature of the
issue was not supported by the results.
Implications and recommendations based upon the findings centered
around the need for "preventive maintenance" in organizations, rather
than "repair," to help organization members build a more substantial
knowledge base and stronger relationships. Also indicated was the need
for more in depth study of the individual variables and their relation-
ship to one another.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Conflict is one of the major issues facing us as members of complex
organizations. It shows itself to be both a consequence of and a contri-
butor to the interactions of which we are party. It seems inevitable
that we wil U encounter various conflict situations within our lifetime.
The way we approach these conflict situations could have a great deal to
do with their results (Kahn, et al
. ,
1964).
For many, the word conflict, alone, brings to mind negative thoughts
such as hostility, hatred and bitterness. Conflict is often thought to
bring loss or hardship (Coser, 1956). Frequently, members of an organi-
zation are fearful of identifying conflict situations because it appears
that they are not effectively managing their problems or even themselves.
Actually, many times these negative results do not occur. Conflict can
be of value to people in learning about their processes with others and
their environment (Mack and Snyder, 1957; Singer, 1949).
Deutsch (1965) presented conflict as having positive functions: it
prevents stagnation, stimulates interest and curiosity, is the medium
through which problems can be aired and solutions developed. It is a
root of change. Moreover, conflict is often part of the process of
testing and assessing oneself (Deutsch and Solomon, 1959). Likert
(1961) set forth the premise that conflict always exists in a healthy
virile organization, for it is usually from conflict that new and better
objectives emerge.
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2The Problem
The central question, consequently, becomes not how to eliminate
conflict but how to deal with it constructively. Solutions reached
through the constructive use of conflict are often more creative and
represent a better solution than any initially proposed by the con-
flicting parties (Deutsch, 1965; Metcalf and Urwick, 1940). It appears
that as the world becomes more complex and people are forced to interact
with others who are increasingly different in terms of orientations,
values, goals, previous experiences, expectations, etc., the development
of more refined aspects of conflict settling alternatives is an emergent
and immediate necessity. Though there has been some movement toward the
diagnosis of conflict, there has been very little progress toward an
explicit, comprehensive and theoretically based statement addressing the
question, "What conditions are necessary for the constructive utiliza-
tion of conflict?"
Purpose of the Study
The overall purpose of this study was to identify those conditions
which seem necessary for the constructive utilization of interpersonal
and intergroup conflict in organizations. If people and, therefore,
organizations could develop a clear understanding of conflict situa-
tions, they could more effectively utilize those situations for creative
problem solving, improving communications, and increasing involvement
3and commitment on the part of those engaged in the conflict. In the
long run, it could be possible to develop healthier organizations if
conflicts could be utilized in a more constructive manner, with people
having an opportunity to work out their differences without fear of all
the negative results.
Design of the Study
To accomplish the goal of this study this investigator; (1) using
the variables identified below, searched in depth the literature for
findings relevant to the constructive utilization of conflict; (2) using
a modified critical incident technique, surveyed a sample of the member-
ship of the International Association of Applied Social Scientists to
identify the characteristics of actual conflict situations; and (3)
based upon the literature search and the survey results developed a
paradigm for the constructive utilization of conflict. A special
emphasis was placed on identifying and ordering those conditions
necessary for the constructive utilization of interpersonal and inter-
group conflict in organizations.
The following variables as identified by Deutsch (1973) were the
focus of the literature search and survey:
1. The characeri sties of the parties in conflict (values, moti-
vations, composition, etc.)
2. Their prior relationship to one another
The nature of the issue giving rise to the conflict3 .
44. The social environment within which the conflict occurred
5. The interested audiences to the conflict
6. The strategy and tactics employed by the parties in conflict
7. The consequences of the conflict to each of the parties and to
other interested parties
The search was developed in such a manner as to integrate the find-
ings and lead to an initial conceptualization of conflict utilization.
The survey was in two parts: First, a mailed questionnaire (see
Appendix) and second, a series of interviews. The population surveyed
were those members of the International Association of Applied Social
Scientists based in the association's Northeast Region as indicated by
the association's accredited membership list. The states included in
the region are Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and Vermont.
The International Association of Applied Social Scientists (lAASS)
was chosen as a population because it is made up of reputable pro-
fessional social scientists, in related practices, who generally have
the training and skills to respond to the survey. The association is a
professional association, incorporated under the laws of the District of
Columbia in 1971. It seeks persons who work with micro or macro systems
to facilitate change through the use of collaborative and scientific
methods. Members are practitioners who work with human systems and who
draw with varying emphasis on the disciplines of the social and behav-
ioral sciences (lAASS, 1974).
The questionnaire was mailed to 104 members, which represents about
20% of the total lAASS membership. Using the developed questionnaire
5(see Appendix), participants in the survey were asked to provide infor-
mation regarding two conflict situations in which they have been in-
volved; one with positive outcomes (mutual satisfaction of parties) and
one with negative outcomes (win/lose).
Both the mailed questionnaire and the personal interviews used a
modified critical incident technique. The critical incident technique
developed by Flanagan (1964) consists of a set of procedures for collect-
ing observations of human behavior in such a way as to facilitate inden-
tification of potential problems (training, selection and classifi-
cation, job design, operating procedures) and to develop broad psycholo-
gical principles. The critical incident technique outlines procedures
for collecting observed incidents having special significance and meet-
ing systematically defined criteria.
An incident is defined as an observable human activity that is
sufficiently complete in itself to pemiit inferences and predictions to
be made about the person performing the act. To be critical an incident
must occur in a situation where the purpose of the act seems fairly
clear to the observer and where its consequences are sufficiently defi-
nite to leave little doubt concerning its effects. It should be
emphasized that the critical incident technique does not consist of a
single set of rules governing data collection. Rather, it should be
thought of as a set of principles which must be modified to meet the
specific situation at hand (Flanagan, 1964).
In Flanagan's model, the five most commonly used steps are as
follows: (1) determination of the general aim which expresses in simple
6terms the objective; (2) development of plans and specifications for the
collection of factual data; (3) collection of data; (4) analysis of the
data, which is basically a summary and description of the data so that
it can be used for various practical purposes; and (5) interpretation
and reporting of the results including values and limitations.
Significance of the Study
Conflict utilization is an area through which organizational needs
such as improved communications, sophisticated problem solving and
advanced interpersonal interaction may be addressed. It provides an
arena for learning about these areas as well as the conflict at hand.
Ordering the findings of both the literature search and the survey
provided data for the expansion of the existing body of knowledge to
include data about conflict utilization and the conditions necessary for
its occurrence.
Limitations of the Study
The application of the findings is situational. Although one-half
of the situations in the survey did result in win/lose outcomes and the
conceptualization and conclusions included information about these
situations, the primary intent of this study was to address conflict
situations where the mutual satisfaction of conflicting parties could
occur. Also, the conclusions drawn from this study are based upon the
7a
research, findings and experience of others rather than upon primary
experimental research. The survey, for example, was not a basis for
statistical analysis but rather an exploration.
Organization of the Remainder of the Study
Chapter 'I presented an introduction, including a statement of
purpose, rationale, objective and method. Chapter II presents specific
relevant studies, theories and general findings of the literature search
The data collection procedures are detailed in Chapter III. The results
of the questionnaire are reported, discussed and analyzed in Chapter IV.
Chapter V is the summary and conclusions.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
In order to place this study in proper perspective, a review of the
related literature is presented. The review is divided into seven
sections, each section focusing on a variable possibly affecting the
course of conflict situations. The first section focuses on the charac-
teristics of the parties in conflict. The second reviews the effects of
their prior relationship. Section three, the effects of the nature of
the issues giving rise to conflict. The fourth section presents a
review of the literature related to the effects of social environment on
conflicts. Section five focuses on interested audiences. Section six,
the strategies and tactics employed by conflicting parties. The seventh
section reviews the effects of consequences on conflict situations.
The contributions of behavioral scientists have been many and
diverse. As with most fields of study there are varying degrees of
agreement and disagreement; in this case about what variables are
important and how they each affect the course of conflict situations.
Although this study is based upon the assumptions of Deutsch
(1973), included are other significant contributors to the field such as
Coser (1956), Rapaport (1965), Blake and Mouton (1961), Smith (1971),
Mack and Synder (1956), etc. While some of the literature is based upon
actual experiences with Conflict situations (i.e., Blake and Mouton,
1961; Kilman and Thomas, 1978), much of it is based upon the results of
structured experience using PeN^soner's Dilemna and Acme-Bolt exercises
to create conflict situations.
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8Characteri sties of the Parties
This section presents a review of literature related to how the
characteristics of the parties in conflict may affect the conflict
situation.
Deutsch (1973) identified a number of factors relative to the
parties' characteristics that may affect a conflict situation. First is
the level of understanding that the parties have about the conflict,
including their beliefs and values. The second variable considers the
status of the conflicting parties. Third, when the parties include more
than one person, their homogeneousness and heterogeneousness. Fourth,
the previous experience that each party has in working through conflict
situations. Fifth, the numerical size of each party, if there is more
than one person. The level of need of each party (i.e., Maslow's hier-
archy) is a sixth.
Mack and Snyder (1956) indicated that there are at least three
related factors: 1) degree of internal cohesion and intimacy; 2) degree
of centralization of internal control; and, 3) degree and exclusiveness
of commitment to group or organizational values.
Kahn-Freund (1954) suggested that if a conflicting party is inter-
nally strong the conflict may become more stablilized.
Evan (1965) found that with groups having a high degree of internal
loyalty, conflict was more pronouced than with a low degree of loyalty.
He also found that conflict with small groups was more apt to have
positive outcomes than with large groups.
9Deutsch (1958) indicated that the size of a conflicting party was
significant; the smaller the number the more likely cooperation may
occur.
Kelley and Stahelski (1970) and Deutsch (1973) provided the most
comprehensive material on personal determinants of conflict behavior.
They generally agreed on some key points.
First, certain characteristics such as agressiveness, suspicious-
ness, and domination, generally produced more destructive results in
conflict situations. Constructive results are more likely to come from
characteristics such as tolerance, trust, mutuality, etc.
Second, the magnitude of the effect of the parties' characteristics
is related to the actual situation. Competitive situations generally
produce competitive behavior. Cooperative situations generally produce
a variety of behaviors. Miller and Holmes (1970) presented related
findings: competitors expect competition, cooperaters expect coopera-
tion.
Goffman's (1963) work on human behavior suggested that the status
of conflicting parties is significant. He found that wide differences
in status may cause greater complication than small differences,
although higher status parties may not cooperative if they see them-
selves having more to lose than to gain.
Recently there has been an emphasis on another factor - the gender
of the parties in conflict. Sampson and Kardush (1969) and Bixenstine
(1964) found that females are less cooperative than males in structured
experiences that provided opportunities for either cooperative or com-
petitive behavior. Bedell and Sistrunk (1973) supported this finding.
10
other research differed with these findings, indicating that co-
operative behavior was situational. Aranoff and Tedeshi (1968); Halpin
and Pilisuk (1970); Schlenker (1970); and Hartman (1980) found that
males were more cooperative than females when dealing with an un-
cooperative party. Conversely, females were more cooperative than males
when- dealing with a cooperative party.
Summary. The review of the literature related to the characteristics of
the parties indicated a variety of factors that possibly affect conflict
situations. There was some agreement about the importance of: 1) the
status of the conflicting parties, 2) size of the parties, 3) their
tolerance and ability to trust, and 4) internal cohesiveness.
Generally, there has been significant research on the effects of
conflict on the involved parties but there has been relatively little on
the effects that the characteristics of the involved parties' have on the
conflict situation.
Prior Relationship of the Parties
This section presents a review of literature related to how the
prior relationship of the parties in conflict may affect their situ-
ation .
Deutsch (1973) identified a number of factors relative to the
effects of conflicting parties' prior relationship on their situation.
The first set of factors related to their prior relationship are, first
the beliefs, attitudes and expectations each holds about the other;
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second, the number and strength of the cooperative bonds between the
parties; third, the level of trust or suspicion between them; fourth,
the quality of communication between the parties; fifth, the parties'
prior experience together with conflict situations; the sixth factor
identified by Deutsch is whether or not the conflict occurred at a major
turning point in the relationship.
Generally, he found that when the beliefs, attitudes, and expecta-
tions of the parties are similar there is a greater tendency to have
constructive outcomes from conflicts. In addition, he found a greater
tendency for constructive outcomes when there are more and stronger
bonds between conflicting parties.
Sheri f (1958) also suggests that strong bonds between conflicting
parties allows for the reduction of conflict. If these bonds do not
exist he and others (Bakke, 1966; Engen, 1967) recommend building them
through the establishment of superordinate goals. The results of a
study by Hunger and Stern (1976) suggested that superordinate goals
retard the development of felt conflict even if the antecedent con-
di.tions remain.
Coser (1956) reported that the closer the relationship between
parties the more intense the conflict will be when it occurs. Simmel
(1955) concurred, stating that the more parties have in common and the
more intimate the relationship the more involved the conflict will be.
He also contends that conflict is more likely to to be expressed if the
parties feel secure in their relationship and that the conflict is more
likely to be repressed if parties fear the dissolution of the relation-
ship.
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Meggenson and Gullett (1970) found from their work in labor rela-
tions that the relationship between two parties that has existed in the
past greatly effect the amount of conflict and cooperation that current-
ly exists between them. They saw prior events jointly involving the
parties as very significant in establishing attitudes and beliefs about
one another. These attitudes and beliefs may last beyond the length of
an original event.
Rapaport (1967) concurred indicating that in labor-management
relationships, characterized by a high degree of conflict, the parties
are likely to remain hostile toward each other even when some of the
grounds for conflict no longer exist.
Schelling (1954) identified two specific factors in a relationship
that might influence a conflict situation: 1) continuous open channels
of communication between the parties and 2) a preestablished agreement
on the use of a third party.
March and Simon (1958) noted that two. factors seem particularly
important: the parties interdependence associated with limited finan-
cial resources and time. According to Whyte (1947) there will be more
conflict between parties sharing a common resource than between those
who don't.
Deutsch (1958) and Loomis (1959) found that the amount of social
interaction between parties prior to a conflict situation allows for
more cooperation. The degree of friendship between the parties had no
effect though. Coser (1956) found that intimacy may in fact intensify
the conflict. They also found that if there are successive conflicts
13
between the parties, destructive outcomes are more likely.
Dubin (1960) also reported on continuous conflicts, stating
that continuous conflict between parties leads to standardized methods
of handling conflict such as arbitration, mediation, strike, etc.
Mutual trust was a significant variable for Deutsch (1960). He
concluded that as parties perceived that their trust would not be vio-
lated, they would continue or increase their trusting behavior. He also
suggested that there were a number of factors which assist in the devel-
opment of trust: knowledge of the other parties' intentions; open
communication which clarifies roles, procedures and parameters; mutual
influence; and a third party intervenor.
There is additional research evidence (Baldwin, et al
, 1945;
Fiedler, 1953; Seeman, 1954; Parloff and Handlon, 1966; Gibb, 1964) that
trust is a critical factor in effective relationships.
Summary . The literature related to the prior relationship of conflict-
ing parties pointed out in varying ways the importance of certain fac-
tors: 1) the parties prior experience together with conflict, 2) the
nature of their prior relationship, 3) the amount of interaction between
them, 4) mutual trust and 5) the cooperative bonds between them.
Nature of the Issue Giving Rise to Conflict
This section presents a review of the literature related to the
nature of the issues giving rise to conflict.
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Deutsch (1973) identified several factors relative to the nature of
the issue giving rise to a conflict situation. The factors included the
types of conflict; the causes of the conflict; its scope; the method by
which the conflict surfaces; and its significance to the individual
parties.
He found that there are five basic issues on which conflict is
usually based: 1) control over resources; 2) preferences; 3) values; 4)
beliefs; and 5) the nature of the relationship between the parties.
Lawrence and Lorsch (1961) identified three systemic issues giving
rise to conflict. The issues are based upon the extent to which there
are differences in 1) the orientation of individuals or groups toward
particular goals; 2) time orientation; and 3) interpersonal orientation.
Boulding (1957) in his theory of organization and conflict sug-
gested that there were three situations giving rise to conflict. The
first is when one party in a relationship perceives a change in the
situation which allows the other party to be better off and the first to
be worse off. The second situation is characterized by the hostile
reaction of each party to the behavior of the other. The third situ-
ation is described as an individual or group unable to make a decision
because there are two or more conflicting choices.
Rose and Rose (1954) have presented three motives contributing to
conflict: 1) desire to prevent contact with inferior people; 2) desire
to convert others to one's beliefs; and 3) desire for acquiring that
which is valued. Dahenwald (1971) found that the more boundaries and
separation of sublimits within an organization the more likely conflict
15
will exist.
Schmidt and Kochan (1972) identified three factors contibuting to
conflict situations: 1) the degree of resourse sharing; 2) the degree
of interdependence; and 3) perceived incompatibility of goals.
Smith (1966) also concluded that there are three factors contribu-
ting to conflict situations: 1) problems of communication between
parties; 2) differences in basic interests and goals while sharing
limited resources; and 3) lack of shared perceptions and attitudes.
Sieler (1963) and Blake and Mouton (1964) agreed on two factors: 1)
difference in knowledge, beliefs or values; and 2) competition for
position, power or recognition.
Coser (1967) and Pondy (1967) identified the need for tension
release as a factor, although Pondy added another: the drive of one
party for autonomy from another.
Coser (1956) distinguished two types of conflict: realistic and
nonreal i Stic . Realistic conflicts are those which arise from an actual
conflict of demands between parties. Nonreal i Stic conflicts are not
based in an actual conflict of demands between the parties but rather
the need for a target at which to release hositility or agression.
Deutsch (1973) developed a typology of conflict characterizing the
conditions for the existence of different types of conflicts. The first
type, vertical, is an actual conflict where the alternative solutions
are limited to an either-or choice. Without the cooperation of the
parties they are difficult to resolve.
The second type is contingent conflict. This type of conflict is
caused by the parties not recognizing readily available alternative
16
solutions. They often result from poor problem solving or excessive
emotional ties to a particular solution.
Displaced conflict is the third type. Conflict of this type is
caused by a conflict underlying the issue being expressed. The ex-
pressed issue is usually symbolic of the underlying conflict.
The fourth type identified by Deutsch is misattri buted conflict. •
This type of conflict involves the wrong parties and therefore the wrong
issues
.
False conflict is the fifth type. This type of conflict is based
in misperception and has no objective base to support it.
Sixth and last of Deutsch' s conflict types is latent conflict. In
this situation the conflict is not being expressed. In fact it may not
even be felt although it does exist.
Summary. The literature related to the nature of the issue giving use
of conflict indicated some key factors including: 1) the parties orien-
tation to goals, time and interpersonal style, 2) the degree of inter-
dependence, 3) the degree of resource sharing and 4) the general rela-
tionship of the parties.
Generally, the literature indicated a variety of overlapping issues
giving rise to conflict and typologies of conflicts.
Social Environment
This section presents a review of the literature related to the
effect of the social environment upon a conflict which it surrounds.
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For the most part, the literature related to social environment is
not specifically related to conflict. It is more related to group
balance or individual behavior in groups.
For example, Kelman (1958) studied group influence on attitude
change; Schein (1968) reviewed organization socialization; Thibaut and
Kelley (1959) and March (1954) reported their assumptions about group
norms; and Cartwright (1951) presented theory in achieving change in
people through the application of group dynamics. The literature in
this area of study is extensive and yet it does not offer much relative
to the impact of social environment on conflict.
The most significant contributor to the literature regarding social
environment and conflict is Deutsch (1973), who identified several
factors related to the social environment and conflict.
These factors are: 1) the policies and procedures regulating the
parties; 2) the existing social norms; 3) roles that are significant to
the parties; and 4) the problem solving capability of the parties and
others available as resources to the parties.
Smith (1966) also suggested that several environmental factors
determine the course of a conflict: 1) the rules regulating the par-
ties; 2) the structure of the system of which the parties are part; 3)
the supportiveness from leaders; and 4) the ability of the parties to
have mutual influence in the system.
Dubin (1964) discussed the institutionalization of conflict identi-
fying some key factors relative to the social environment and the course
of conflict. He found that the institutionalization of conflict allows
18
for: 1) the development of shared values; 2) a common search for means
to an end; 3) standardized modes of waging and managing conflict; 4)
maintenance of routine relations; 5) evolution of an end sought by each
group; and 6) the opportunity and support to settle conflicts.
Interesting also is Dubin's indication that the manner in which
conflict is waged and managed becomes part of the environment and im-
pacts the next conflict that may occur.
Kilman and Thomas (1978) reviewed conditions in the environment
which influence conflict behavior: incentives or goals; social pres-
sures acting as forces or barriers to resolution; and the rules and
procedures regulating the parties' behavior. The significance of these
conditions is also supported by the work of Blake, Shepard and Mouton
(1964).
Dahrendorf (1959) stated that if both parties are regulated as part
of a common community there is a greater possibility of constructive
ou tcomes
.
Deutsch (1973) suggested that the assessment of the social environ-
ment for conditions impacting conflict situations is important. The
assessment he recommended should result in a force field (Lewin, 1958)
analysis of those conditions supporting and restraining constructive
outcomes from the conflict.
Summa ry . The literature related to the social environment in which the
conflict occurs pointed to some common views about which factors affect
conflict situations: 1) institutional regulation and norms, 2) problem
19
solving capability, 3) leadership and 4) the ability to mutually in-
fluence the outcome.
Interested Audiences
This section contains a review of the literature pertinant to the
effect of interested audiences on conflict situations.
The literature is relatively barren of material on interested
audiences
.
Blake and Mouton (1961), Megginson and Gullet (1970 and Stern and
Pearse (1968) reported that the desires of conti tuencies can influence
the behavior of the conflicting parties.
Katz (1965) identified that interested audiences who are in con-
flict may move related parties to conflict.
Heider (1958) presented his belief that if two parties have similar
sentiments toward a third party and each is aware of this, they will
tend to develop positive sentiments toward one another.
Walton (1969) and Deutsch (1973) discussed the importance of a
neutral third party to facilitate the exchange between the conflicting
parties. Walton saw the role of the third party affecting the content
and the process of the conflict, with the third party refereeing the
interaction, initiating agendas, restating issues and views, eliciting
reactions, and offering observations.
Walton and Deutsch also saw the consequences of a third party's
action dependent on 1) the relationship of the third party to the
20
conflicting parties and 2) the methods used to assist the conflicting
parties
.
Walton identified three key factors affecting the relationship of
the third party to the other conflicting parties: power, knowledge and
neutrality. He found: 1) that third parties should have little or no
power over the conflicting parties; 2) that knowledge of the conflict
can help a third party to be more credible and accurate in the inter-
vention; and 3) that the third party should be neutral with regard to
the conflicting parties' positions, and comparably related to the
conflicting parties in a personal sense.
Much of the literature related to the impact of interested audi-
ences in international affairs (Katz, 1965; Pear, 1950; Etzione, 1965;
Fromm, 1961; Wright, 1965) and found much the same as Deutsch (1973) and
Walton (1969) and the importance of third parties.
Summary . The literature related to interested audiences supported the
assumption that interested audiences affect the course of conflict.
Moreover, the literature discussed the importance of third parties to
resolving conflict situations.
Strategies and Tactics
This section presents a review of the literature related to the
strategies and tactics employed by parties in a conflict situation.
Thomas (1976, 1977), Thomas and Ruble (1976), and Blake and Mouton
(1964, 1970) presented a two dimensional model of conflict strategies.
21
Within the two dimensions five behavior modes are identified. The two
dimensions are cooperativeness and assertiveness, with cooperativeness
referring to attempting to satisfy other's concerns and assertiveness
referring to attempting to satisfy one's own concerns.
The five behaviors are competition (assertive, uncooperative); col-
laboration (assertive, cooperative); compromise (intermediate assertive,
intermediate cooperative); avoiding (unassertive, uncooperative); and
accommodation (unassertive, cooperative).
Derr (1976) identified three modes of conflict management: col-
laboration, bargaining and power-play. He found that each mode has a
set of conditions necessary for it to be appropriate.
He found that 1) a high degree of required interdependence, 2)
power parity, 3) potential mutual benefit and 4) organizational support
indicate that collaboration is the appropriate mode.
The conditions suggesting that the power-play mode is appropriate
are 1) individuals primarily acting in their own self-interest, 2)
potential vulnerability of parties in an external environment, necessi-
tating the strategic use of information, 3) the joint welfare of the
parties is at stake, and 4) the dispute is ideological.
Bargaining appears most appropriate when 1) power parity must be
established, 2) conditions of scarce resources are present, 3) economy
of time is necessary and 4) it fits the personal style of the parties.
Benne (1976) viewed two strategies for handling conflicts. The
first, evading or denying conflict, is characterized by unrealistic
versions of the conflict and a loss of trust and rationality. The
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second, facing and resolving conflict, is characterized by an appre-
ciation of persons with differing values and needs and a move toward
utilization of differences for creative problem solving.
Walton (1969) conceptualized three strategies for dealing with
conflict. The first, competitive, he viewed as a strategy to win a
conflict; the second, cooperative, as a one to end a conflict; and the
third, control, as a strategy to reduce the frequency of conflict situa-
tions.
Boulding (1956) considered the most important avenue of conflict
resolution to be avoidance. Second to that, reduction of intensity and
superordinate goals and structures contribute to conflict resolution.
More related to style than strategy, Goffman (1963) and Lawler
(1975) found that just face-to-face communication reduced the severity
of conflict. Related to that, Bernard (1957) stated that withholding
information makes the conflict resolution process more difficult.
Specific to the use of coercion, Deutsch and Krauss (1960, 1962)
found that the use of bilateral threat made it almost impossible to
resolve conflict.
Summary . The literature related to the strategy and tactics used by
conflicting parties identified various models. There were common ele-
ments in each: 1) competition, 2) collaboration, 3) compromise, 4)
avoidance, 5) accommodation, 6) power and 7) control.
Generally, the literature indicated a repetition of similar strate-
gies presented by different contributors. Although the terminology
differed in cases, the general principles were similar.
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Summa ry
This chapter presented the results of a review of the literature
relative to the variables affecting the course of conflict situations.
The review of the literature suggested the following. There are sig-
nificant variables that affect the course of conflict situations.
Although variables are identified, there is a need for more in-depth
discussion about the affects that those variables have on the course of
conflict situations. Studies similar to this one considering numerous
variables were not found, indicating a need for more comprehensive and
reality based studies.
CHAPTER III
DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES
This chapter includes a review of the assumptions about the
variables affecting the course of conflict that were the basis for the
study. It also includes a description of how the questionnaire was
developed and the method of survey used to gather data.
The initial conceptualization of this study was based upon a survey
of the work by Morton Deutsch (Deutsch, 1973). Except where noted, this
review is largely drawn from his work.
The Course of Destructive Conflict
Deutsch states that destructive conflict is characterized by a
tendency to expand and escalate. As a result, such conflict often
becomes independent of its initiating causes and is likely to continue
after these causes have become irrelevant or have been forgotten.
Expansion occurs along the various dimensions of conflict: the size and
number of the immediate issues involved; the number of motives and
participants implicated on each side of the issue; the size and the
number of principles and precedents that are perceived to be at stake;
the costs that the participants are willing to bear in relation to the
conflict; and the intensity of negative attitudes toward the other side.
The tendency to escalate conflict, Deutsch indicates, results from
the conjunction of three interrelated processes: (1) competitve pro-
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cesses involved in the attempt to win the conflict; (2) processes of
misperception and biased perception; and (3) processes of commitment
arising out of pressures for cognitive and social consistency.
The Course of Constructive Conflict
Changes can take place through a process of problem solving which
is mutually rewarding to the conflicting parties. Deutsch's own predi-
lections have led him to the assumption that the major features of
constructive conflict situations would be similar at the social level to
the process involved in creative thinking.
The creative process has been described by Deutsch as consisting of
several overlapping phases: (1) experiencing and recognizing the prob-
lem to the extent of being motivated to solve it; (2) concentrating
effort to solve the problem through routine actions; (3) experiencing
frustration, tension and discomfort that follows the failure to solve
the problem; (4) perceiving the problem from a different perspective and
reformulating it in a way that permits a new orientation to a solution;
(5) in a movement to insight, developing a tentative solution; (6)
elaborating and testing the solution against reality and (7) the dis-
semination of the solution.
Underlying the creative process are also psychological elements.
Deutsch identifies these elements as arousal of appropriate levels of
motivation to solve the problem, the development of conditions that
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dllow for the reformuldtion of the problem, and the concurrent availa-
bility of diverse ideas that can be combined in novel and varied pat-
terns. Each of these key elements is subject to the influence from
social conditions and the personalities of the problem solvers.
Variables Affecting the Course of Conflict
When considering the course of conflict situations Deutsch identi-
fied seven key variables that affect the course of conflict;
(1) the charactei sties of the parties in conflict including the
ideologies, personalities, social positions and personal resources of
the conflicting parties. The characteristics may lead to a more favor-
able assessment of one course of conflict or another. They may also
evoke feelings in one party about another. In considering the charac-
teristics of one party it is essential to consider the characteristics
of the other( s)
.
(2) the prior relation to one another. Deutsch states that the
stronger the existing cooperative bonds, as compared to the competitive
bonds, the more likely it is that a conflict will take a constructive
course. The total strength of the cooperative bonds is a function of
their importance as well as their number. Some types of bonds are
superordinate goals, mutually facilitating interests, common allegiances
and values, and linkages to a common community.
(3) the social environment within which the conflict occurs includ-
ing the facilities and restraints, the encouragements and deterrents,
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and naturs of tho social norms and institutional forms for regulation
confl ict
.
(4) the nature of the issue giving rise to the conflict addresses
several dimensions of conflict that Deutsch identifies as significant.
They are the size of the conflict, the centrality of the issues, the
rigidity of the issues, the number of the issues, the importance of the
issues, and the acknowledgement of the issues.
(5) the interested audiences. The attitudes, relationships,
strengths, and resources of interested audiences are often crucial
determinants of the course of conflict. Interested audiences can have
either a positive or negative effect.
(6) the strategy and tactics employed by the parties in conflict.
Knowledge about the use of power, rewards and threats, freedom of
choice, coercion, the openness of communication, persuaison, etc. is
seen as being important to the course of conflict.
(7) the consequences of the conflict to each of the parties in-
cludes the gains or losses relating to the conflict, the precedents
established, the changes in the parties, the effects on the relationship
between the parties, the reputations of the parties, etc.
Basis for the Design of the Study
The design of the study assumes that the variables affecting the
course of a conflict situation can be isolated and identified by using a
modified critical incident technique. (Flanagan, 1964) In addition to
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identifying the seven variables reported above, Deutsch developed numer-
ous assumptions about conflict situations. These assumptions along with
others developed by Mack and Snyder (Mack and Snyder, 1957) form the
basis for the study.
This investigator selected key assumptions relating to inter-
personal and intergroup conflict for the purpose of developing a ques-
tionnaire. This questionnaire was used to collect the data (step two of
the critical incident technique).
Specific Assumptions Selected for Developinq the Questionnaire
The following assumptions (Deutsch 1973, Mack and Snyder 1957) were
used when the questionnaire for the study was developed. It was assumed
that conflict situations would have constructive outcomes if the follow-
ing exists:
* The parties initially have or develop an accurate perception and
understanding of the conflict.
* The conflicting parties are of different position status.
* A conflicting party containing more than one person is hetero-
geneous .
* The conflicting parties each have some characteristic of the
other
.
* The conflicting parties each have some prior experiences indi-
vidually working out a conflict situation.
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* The conflicting parties have prior experience collectively work-
ing out a conflict.
* The number of conflicting parties is small.
* The conflicting parties are dissimilar in level of need.
* The conflict surfaces at a major turning point in the course of
events for the parties.
* The belief in one another's honesty, reliability and good intent
exists.
* There exists a high number of cooperative bonds, other positive
lines of relationship, between the conflicting parties.
* If any cooperative bonds exist, that they are strong.
* The level of suspicion and hostility between the parties is low.
* The communication between the parties is initially reliable and
open
.
* The conflict is based upon the parties just not recognizing
available resources to meet their needs.
* There is not an unexpressed conflict underlying the one being
expessed
.
* The conflict is actually between the parties identified and does
not include an unidentified party.
* Both parties can express an actual reason for the conflict.
* The conflict is not instigated by fears or aversions.
* The conflict is not a recurring conflict.
* The conflict does not surface in a face to face confrontation.
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* The level of intensity is not very high.
* There is a stabilization of power.
* Conditions exist for the reformulation of the problem when an
impass is reached.
* A variety of diverse ideas exist that can be combined into novel
and varied patterns.
* Institutional or social regulation of the conflict exists.
* The cooperation of the conflicting parties is not elicited by
coersion
.
* Interested audiences exist and those audiences positively in-
fluence the parties in conflict.
* The conflicting parties recognize each other's legitimacy.
* The conflict is acknowledged by the parties.
* The conflicting parties are committed to making changes in their
actions that would allow for a constructive outcome.
* The conflict threatens the security of the parties.
* The conflict threatens the present social interaction of the
parties
.
* The conflict threatens the esteem of the parties.
* The conflict threatens the ability of the parties to self-
actual i ze
.
* The conflict is viewed to be important by the parties.
* The parties see the conflict as a mutual problem.
* There are fiscal costs to the parties.
* There are net gains expected by the parties.
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The overriding assumtion that was made is that a skilled observer
could assess a conflict situation using the variables identified above.
This meant that if enough information about different conflict situa-
tions could be gathered and evaluated, the assumptions might be vali-
dated.
Selection and Development of the Data Collection Method
The requirement for alot of information about different conflict
situations indicated the need for a questionnaire. Initially, this
investigator developed a preliminary questionnaire, using the assump-
tions identified above as the basis for each of the questions. The
questions were then reviewed and edited with the members of this in-
vestigator's dissertation committee.
As a way of testing the instrument for clarity, usability, and
capability to gather the required information, it was administered to
eight doctoral students. This resulted in modifying the questionnaire
again, mainly for clarification of some questions. After revisions were
made the questionnaire was once again reviewed with the members of the
dissertation committee. At that time it was decided that the question-
naire was ready for use.
The Population
The overriding assumption that a skilled observer could assess a
conflict situation dictated the need for observers who could readily
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assess conflict situations without additional training or development.
In reviewing differeint populations it was decided to use the Inter-
national Association of Applied Social Scientists. This decision was
based upon the association's reputation for having a body of skilled
professionals in related fields. These professionals generally have the
needed skills of observation, interpretation and reporting.
Method of Survey
In February, 1976, the survey questionnaire (see Appendix) was sent
to 104 members of the International Association of Applied Social Scien-
tists. Of the 104 survey questionnaires sent, 38 were returned com-
pleted; 10 were returned unopened; 2 were returned with notes stating
that the respondents did not have time to complete the questionnaire; 2
were returned with notes stating that the respondent had died.
In April, 1976, a reminder was sent to those members who had not
yet responded to the questionnaire. This reminder resulted in no new
completed questionnaires.
Each of the 104 lAASS members was asked to complete the survey
questionnaire based upon his/her knowledge of two conflict situations.
One conflict situation described was to have had constructive outcomes,
with all parties involved developing cooperative relationships. The
other situation was to have had destructive outcomes, with the parties
involved moving away from developing cooperative relationships.
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To gather the information about the two conflict situations the
questionnaire was divided into two identical parts of 48 questions each.
Part one sought infomiation about the conflict situation with construc-
tive outcomes; part two sought infomiation about the conflict situation
with destructive outcomes
.
-
Summary
It was thought that through the comparison and contrast of the
information from the questionnaire that some conclusions might be made
about the variables affecting the course of conflict and that a paradigm
might also be developed. This investigator believed that the data
collected would be additionally valuable because it was derived from
actual conflict situations rather than structured experiences.
CHAPTER IV
MAJOR FINDINGS, DISCUSSION, AND ANALYSIS
This chapter is organized into seven sections, each of which summar-
izes the findings of the questionnaire. Each section represents an
area, a variable affecting the course of conflict, that was described in
the preceding chapter. The first section considers the characteristics
of the parties involved in a conflict situation. The second section
reviews the findings about the prior relationship of the parties. The
nature of the issue giving rise to conflict is covered in section three.
Section four reports the findings about the environment in which the
conflict took place. The fifth section considers the interested audi-
ences to the conflict. The sixth section reviews the findings about the
strategy and tactics employed by the parties. The seventh section
reports the findings about the consequences of the conflict.
The findings for both types of conflict situations are reported and
discussed question by question. For each item the percentage and number
of responses are reported. The discussion is a brief narrative of what
the figures state.
Characteri sties of the Parties
Questions 3, 4, 18, 28, 29, 30, 42, 45, and 46 solicit responses
related to the characteristics of the parties in conflict.
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Question #3 The conflict was initially understood and perceived accur-
ately by
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 10.5%, or 4 of the resondents said A. all of the parties.
* 52.6%, or 20 stated B. some of the parties.
* 36.8%, or 14 indicated C. none of the parties.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 10.5%, or 4 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 50.0%, or 19 stated B. some of the parties.
* 39.5%, or 15 indicated C. none of the parties.
Pi scussi on
Although the findings for each situation are not exactly the same,
they are similar enough not to make a significant contrast between them.
What is noti cable is that in both types of conflict situations 61.3% and
60.5%, respectively, of the respondents indicated some or all of the
parties initially understood and accurately perceived the conflict.
Question #4 The involved parties developed an understanding and accur-
ate perception of the conflict.
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
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Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 65.8%, or 25 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 34.2%, or 13 stated B. some of the parties.
* none of the respondents indicated C. non of the parties.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 10.5%, or 4 of the respondents said -A. all of the parties.
* 76.3%, or 29 stated B. some of the parties.
* 13.2%, or 5 indicated C. none of the parties.
Pi scussion
In the findings for constructive outcomes, 65.8% of the respondents
indicated all of the parties developed and understanding and accurate
perception of the conflict; compare that to only 10.5% of the respond-
ents in findings for destructive outcomes. It is apparent that develop-
ing an understanding and accurate perception of the conflict by all of
the parties is important for a constructive outcome.
Question #18 The conflicting parties were of the same position status,
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 34.2%, or 13 of the respondents said yes.
* 65.8%, or 25 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 34.2%, or 13 of the respondents said yes.
* 65.8%, or 25 stated no.
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D1 scussion
The findings for both types of conflict situations are the same,
with a larger percentage, 65.8%, of the respondents stating that the
conflicting parties were of different position status. It seems that
constructive or destructive outcomes are not influenced by similar or
different status.
Question #28 The conflicting parties perceived a similarity in their
beliefs and values,
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 44.7%, or 17 or the respondents said yes.
* 50.0%, or 19 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 7.9%, or 3 of the respondents said yes.
* 86.8%, or 33 stated no.
Pi scussion
There are marked differences between the findings of each type of
conflict situation. For conflict situations that had constructive
outcomes 44.7% of the respondents said that the conflicting parties
perceived a similarity in beliefs and values. That figure is vastly
different from their response for conflict situations that had destruc-
tive outcomes, 7.9%. The findings indicate a strong relationship be-
tween the parties perceiving similarities in their beliefs/values and
constructive outcomes. Two respondents did not answer the guestion.
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Question #29 If a conflicting party contained more than one person, it
was internally homogeneous (such as race, sex, religion, age group,
etc
.)
.
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes.
* 31.6%, or 12 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 21.1%, or 8 stated B. some of the parties.
* 10.5%, or 4 indicated C. none of the parties.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 28.9%, or 11 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 42.1%, or 16 stated B. some of the parties.
* 2.6%, or 1 indicated C. none of the parties.
Discussion
The marked difference in the findings for this guestion was in the
percentage of respondents stating that some of the parties were homo-
geneous. For conflict situations having destructive outcomes, the
percentage, 42.1%, was double the percentage, 21.1%, for conflict situa-
tions having constructive outcomes. Fourteen of the respondents did not
answer the guestion in part one and 10 in part two.
Question #30 The conflicting parties had distinctly overlapping charac-
teristics.
yes no
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Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 65.8%, or 25 of the respondents said yes.
* 21.1%, or 8 stated no.
Findings for conflict situtations that had destructive outcomes
* 63.2%, or 24 of the respondents said yes.
* 31.6%, or 12 stated no.
Discussion
Although the findings for each situation are not exactly the same,
they are similar enough not to make a significant contrast between them.
Apparently, constructive or destructive outcomes are not related to the
conflicting parties having overlapping characteristics. Three of the
respondents did not answer the question in part one and two in part two.
Question #42 The conflicting parties had prior experience individually
working out this type of conflict.
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 26.3%, or 10 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 39.5%, or 15 stated B. some of the parties.
* 31.6%, or 12 indicated C. none of the parties.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 26.3%, or 10 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 42.1%, or 16 stated B. some of the parties.
* 23.7%, or 9 indicated C. none of the parties.
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D1 scussion
Although the findings for each situation are not exactly the same,
they are similar enough not to make a significant contrast between them.
In comparison, though, the respondents indicated in both findings that
in over 65% of the conflict situations, some or all of the conflicting
parties had prior experience individually working out this type of
conflict. One respondent in part one and two in part two did not answer
the question.
Question #45 The conflicting parties had prior experience individually
working out other types of conflicts.
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 52.6%, or 20 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
.
* 34.2%, or 13 stated B. some of the parties.
* 7.9%, or 3 indicated C. none of the parties.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 52.6%, or 20 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 36.8%, 14 stated B. some of the parties.
* 7.9%, or 3 indicated C. none of the parties.
Pi scussion
Although the findings for each situation are not exactly the same,
they are similar enough not to make a significant contrast between them.
In comparison, though, the respondents indicated in both findings that
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in over 85.0% of the conflict situations, some or all of the conflicting
parties had prior experience individually working out other types of
conflicts. Two of the respondents did not answer the question in Part
One, one in Part Two.
Question #46 The number of conflicting parties was
A. one
B. two
C. three
D.
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* none of the respondents said A. one.
* 73.7%, or 28 stated B. two.
* 10.5%, or 4 indicated C. three.
* 13.2%, or 5 of the respondents said D. four or more.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* none of the respondents said A. one.
* 65.8%, or 25 stated B. two.
* 15.8%, or 6 indicated C. three.
* 18.4%, or 7 of the respondents said D. four or more.
Pi scussion
Once again, the findings are not exactly the same but similar
enough not to make a contrast between them. It is obvious though that
it takes at least two parties to have an interpersonal conflict. Most
situations reported here involved only two. One respondent did not
answer the question in Part One.
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Summary . Two factors related to the characteristics of the parties
appeared to be associated with the outcome of the conflict situations.
Table 1 illustrates a significant (P.<.05) association between the
parties developing an understanding and accurate perception of the con-
flict and outcome. An association is also indicated for the factor
related to the parties perceiving a similarity in their beliefs and
values.
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TABLE 1
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PARTIES
PROBABILITY OF ASSXIATION BETWEEN
INDIVIDUAL FACTORS AND OUTCOME OF CONFLICT SITUATIONS^
FACTOR
P
3. The conflict was initially understood and
perceived accurately >.95
4. The involved parties developed an understanding and
accurate perception of the conflict <.01*
18. The conflicting parties were of the same
position status >-95
28. The conflicting parties perceived a similarity
in their beliefs and values <.01*
29. The conflicting parties were internally homogeneous 10
30. The conflicting parties had distinctly overlapping
characteri sties '^9
42. The conflicting parties had prior individual
experience with this type of conflict 80
45. The conflicting parties had prior individual experience
with other types of conflicts ^-95
46. The number of conflicting parties 40
^Significant Association is indicated by a £ of .05 or less.
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Prior Relationship of the Parties
Questions 10, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 43, 44, and 45 solicit responses
related to the prior relationship of the parties in conflict to one
another.
Question #10 The conflict surfaced at a major turning point in the
course of events for the parties involved,
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 65.8%, or 25 of the respondents said yes.
* 34.2%, or 13 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 73.7%, or 28 of the respondents said yes.
* 26.3%, or 10 stated no.
Discussion
Although the findings for each situation are not exactly the same
they are similar enough not to make significant contrast between them.
What is interesting is that conflict tends to surface at major turning
points.
Question #21 The degree of belief in one another's honesty, reliability
and good intent was
A. low
B. medium low
C. medium high
D. high
15
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 18.4%, or 7 of the respondents said A. low.
* 39.5%, or 15 stated B. medium low.
* 10.5%, or 4 indicated C. medium high.
* 31.6%, or 12 of the respondents said D. high.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 65.8%, or 25 of the respondents said A. low.
* 18.4%, or 7 stated B. medium low.
* 7.9%, or 3 indicated C. medium high.
* 7.9%, or 3 of the respondents said D. high.
Pi scussion
The findings indicate that in 57.9% of the conflict situations that
had constructive coutcomes, the conflicting parties had medium low to
low belief in one another's honesty, reliability and good intent. For
conflict situations that had destructive outcomes that figure was 84.2%;
26.3% higher. Mistrust, obviously, is higher in destructive outcome
situations.
Question #22 The number of cooperative bonds between the conflicting
parties initially was
A. low
B . medium 1 ow
C. medium high
D. high
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Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 15.8%, or 6 of the respondents said A. low.
* 28.9%, or 11 stated B. medium low.
* 28.9%, or 11 indicated C. medium high.
* 26.3%, or 10 of the respondents said D. high.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 23.7%, or 9 of the respondents said A. low.
* 34.2%, or 13 stated B. medium low.
* 23.7%, or 9 indicated C. medium high.
* 18.4%, or 7 of the respondents said D. high.
Discussion
It is interesting to note that findings for conflict situations
that had constructive outcomes indicate in 13.1% more of the situations
the parties had a medium high to high number of cooperative bonds.
Question #23 The strength of the cooperative bonds, if any existed,
ini tial ly was
A. low
B. medium low
C. medium high
D. high
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcome_s_
* 23.7%, or 9 of the respondents said A. low.
* 26.3%, or 10 stated B. medium low.
* 28.9%, or 11 indicated C. medium high.
* 21.1%, or 8 of the respondents said D. high.
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Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outrnmp*;
* 21.1%, or 8 of the respondents said A. low.
* 55.3%, or 21 stated B. medium low.
13.2%, or 5 indicated C. medium high.
* 10.5%, or 4 of the respondents said D. high.
Pi scussion
In 50% of the conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
the conflicting parties initially had medium high to high cooperative
bonds; more than twice the percentage for the same in conflict situ-
ations that had destructive outcomes.
Question #24 The level of suspicion and hostility between the conflict-
ing parties initially was
A. low
B. medium low
C. medium high
D. high
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 26.3%, or 10 of the respondents said A. low.
* 18.4%, or 7 stated B. medium low.
* 31.6%, or 12 indicated C. medium high.
* 21.1%, or 8 of the respondents said D. high.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 15.8%, or 6 of the respondents said A. low.
* 10.5%, or 4 stated B. medium low.
* 39.5%, or 15 indicated C. medium high.
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* 34.2%, or 13 of the respondents said D. high.
Pi scussion
The findings indicate that in 73.7% of the conflict situations that
had destructive outcomes, the level of suspicion and hostility between
the conflicting parties was medium high to high. In conflict situations
that had constructive outcomes, over 52.7% had a medium high to high
level. This difference of 21% may indicate a relationship between level
of hostility, suspicion and outcome.
Question #25 The communication between the conflicting parties was
initially reliable and open,
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 39.5%, or 15 of the respondents said yes.
* 57.9%, or 22 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 31.6%, or 12 of the respondents said yes.
* 68.4%, or 26 stated no.
Pi scussion
The findings indicate only a small difference between conflict
situations that had constructive outcomes and those that had destructive
outcomes. What is notable is that in both conflict situation types, a
large percentage, 57.9% and 68.4%, of the respondents indicated that
initial communication was not reliable.
Question #43 The conflicting parties had prior experience collectively
working out this type of conflict,
yes no
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findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomP«;
* 23.7%, or 9 of the respondents said yes.
* 71.1%, or 27 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 28.9%, or 11 of the respondents said yes.
* 68.4%, or 26 stated no.
Pi scussion
Once again the findings for each situation are not identical but
are similar enough not to make a contrast between them. In both types
of situations though, a high percentage of the parties did not have
previous experience working out this type of conflict collectively. Two
respondents did not answer the question in Part One, with one not answer-
ing in Part Two.
Question #44 The conflicting parties had prior experience collectively
working out other types of conflicts,
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 52.6%, or 20 of the respondents said yes.
* 39.5%, or 15 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 57.9%, or 22 of the respondents said yes.
* 42.1%, or 16 stated no.
Pi scussion
Although the findings are not exactly the same they are similar
enough not to make a contrast between them. In both types of situations
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though over one half of the parties did have prior experience collec-
tively working out other types of conflicts. Three respondents did not
answer the question in Part One.
Summary . One factor related to the prior relationship of the parties
appeared to be associated with the outcome of the conflict situations.
Table 2 illustrates a significant (P. < .05) association between the
parties belief in one another's honesty and reliability and outcome.
TABLE 2
PRIOR RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES
PROBABILITY OF ASSXIATION BETWEEN
INDIVIDUAL FACTORS AND OUTCOMES OF CONFLICT SITUATIONS^
FACTOR
P
10. The conflict surfaced at a major turning point for
the parties 50
21. The degree of belief in one another's honesty
and reliability <.01*
22. The number of cooperative bonds between the parties 70
23. The strength of the cooperative bonds if any 01*
24. The level of suspicion and hostility between the
parties
25. The initial communication between the parties
was open and reliable
43. The parties had prior collective experience with
this type of conflict
44. The conflicting parties had prior collective experience
with other types of conflicts
^Significant Association is indicated by a P_ of .05 or less.
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Natu re of the Issue
Questions 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 41 solicit responses related to the
nature of the issues giving rise to the conflict.
Question #2 The conflict was
A. interpersonal
B. intergroup
C. international
D. other
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 50.0%, or 19 of the respondents said A. interpersonal.
* 50.0%, or 19 stated B. intergroup.
* none of the respondents indicated C. international.
* none of the respondents indicated D. other.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 47.4%, or 18 of the respondents said A. interpersonal .
* 52.6%, or 20 stated B. intergroup.
* none of the respondents indicated C. international.
* none of the respondents said D. other.
Pi scussion
The responses were divided almost in half, between interpersonal
and intergroup, for both types of situations. Although information
about other types of conflicts could be used to make generalizations.
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having the infomiation in those two categories may help since the para-
digm is for interpersonal and intergroup conflicts.
Question #5 The conflict was based upon the parties not recognizing
available resources to meet their needs (contingent),
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 39.5%, or 15 of the respondents said yes.
* 57.9%, or 22 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 31.6%, or 12 of the respondents said yes.
* 65.8%, or 25 stated no.
Pi scussion
Although the findings are not exactly the same for each situation,
they are similar enough not to make a contrast between them. In com-
parison, over one half the respondents in both types of situations
indicated that the conflict was not contingent. One respondent did not
answer the guestion in each part.
Question #6 There was an unexpressed conflict underlying the one being
expressed (displaced),
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 71.1%, or 27 of the respondents said yes.
* 28.9%, or 11 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 86.8%, or 33 of the respondents said yes.
* 13.2%, or 5 stated no.
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Pi scussion
Although the findings for each type of conflict situation are
similar, 15.7% more of the respondents indicated an underlying conflict
in conflict situations having destructive outcomes, than did those in
conflict situations that had constructive outcomes. Apparently, under-
lying conflict increased the possibility of destructive outcomes.
Question #7 The conflict was not between the parties identified, but
rather between one or more of the parties and an unidentified party,
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 7.9%, or 3 of the respondents said yes.
* 86.8%, or 33 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 15.8%, or 6 of the respondents said yes.
* 84.2%, or 32 stated no.
Pi scussion
The findings for both types of situations are similar. In both
types of situations about 85% of the respondents indicated that the
conflict was between the obvious parties, with no unidentified parties
involved. Two respondents did not answer the guestion in Part One.
Question #8 There was an identifiable reason for the conflict being
expressed
.
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 92.1%, or 35 of the respondents said yes.
* 5.6%, or 2 stated no.
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Fjndings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 86.8%, or 33 of the respondents stated yes.
* 10.5%, or 4 stated no.
Discussion
Although the findings for each situation are not exactly the same
they are similar enough not to make a contrast between them. In both
types of situations over 85% of the respondents reported that there was
an identifiable reason for the conflict. One respondent did not answer
the question in each part.
Question #9 Conflict was instigated by fears or aversions on the part
of
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 36.8%, or 14 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 44.7%, or 17 stated B. some of the parties.
* 15.8%, or 6 indicated C. none of the parties.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 42.1%, or 16 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 50.0%, or 19 stated B. some of the parties.
* 5.3%, or 2 indicated C. none of the parties.
Discussion
Although the findings for each type of conflict situation are not
exactly the same, they are similar enough not to make a contrast between
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them. It is apparent that over 80% of the respondents in both types of
conflicts stated that the conflict was instigated by fear or aversion.
One respondent in each part did not answer the question.
Question #41 This was a recurring conflict
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 60.5%, or 23 of the respondents said yes.
* 36.8%, or 14 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 84.2%, or 32 of the respondents said yes.
* 15.8%, or 6 stated no.
Pi scussion
The findings indicate that in conflict situations that had destruc-
tive outcomes, 23.7% more of the respondents stated that the conflict
was a recurring conflict than did the respondents for the conflict
situations that had constructive outcomes. One respondent did not
answer the question in Part One.
Summary . One factor related to the nature of the issue appeared to be
associated with the outcome of the conflict situations. Table 3 illus-
trates a significant (P. < .05) association between the recurring nature
of the conflict and outcome.
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TABLE 3
NATURE OF THE ISSUE
PROBABILITY OF ASSOCIATION BETWEEN
INDIVIDUAL FACTORS AND OUTCOMES OF CONFLICT SITUATIONS^
FACTOR
^
2. The level of conflict (interpersonal, intergroup, etc.)-- >-*^5
5. The conflict was contingent 50
6. The conflict was displaced 10
7. The conflict included an unidentified party 30
8. There was an identifiable reason for the conflict
expressed ^0
9. The conflict was instigated by fear and aversion 30
41. The conflict was recurring 03*
^Significant Association is indicated by a P of .05 or less.
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Soci a1 Environment
Questions 11, 12, 26, 34, 35, 39 and 40 solicit responses related
to the social environment within which the conflict occurred.
Question #11 The conflict surfaced in a bold defiant face-to-face
interchange (confrontation)
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 55.3%, or 21 of the respondents said yes.
* 44.7%, or 17 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 65.8%, or 25 of the respondents said yes.
* 34.2%, or 13 stated no.
Discussion
Although the findings for each type of situation are not exactly
the same, they are similar enough not to make a contrast between them.
In comparison though the findings indicate that in over one half of both
types of conflict situations, the conflict surfaced in confrontation.
Question #12 The level of conflict intensity
A. low
B . medium low
C. medium high
D. high
was
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Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 2.6%, or 1 of the respondents said A. low.
* 18.4%, or 7 stated.B. medium low.
* 36.8%, or 14 indicated C. medium high.
* 42.1%, or 16 of the respondents said D. high.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* none of the respondents said A. low.
* 2.6%, or 1 stated B. medium low.
* 36.8%, or 14 indicated C. medium high.
* 57.9%, or 22 of the respondents said D. high.
Pi scussion
Although the findings for each type of situation are similar, 15.8%
more of the respondents said there was a high level of conflict inten-
sity in conflict situations that had destructive outcomes. One respon-
dent did not answer the question in Part Two.
Question #26 The stabilization of power (establishment of guidelines
for use/non-use) was attempted by the conflicting parties
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 26.3%, or 10 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 42.1%, or 16 stated B. some of the parties.
* 21.1%, or 8 indicated C. none of the parties.
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Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 13.2%, or 5 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 55.3%, or 21 stated B, some of the parties.
* 28.9%, or 11 indicated C. none of the parties.
Pi scussion
Twice ^the number of respondents for conflict situations that had
constructive outcomes said that all of the parties attempted stabiliza-
tion of power. Four of the respondents did not answer the question in
Part One, one in Part Two.
Question #34 There existed conditions that permitted the reformation of
the problem once an impass had been reached
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 89.5%, or 34 of the respondents said yes.
* 7.9%, or 3 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 36.8%, or 14 of the respondents said yes.
* 60.5%, or 23 stated no.
Pi scussion
There are marked differences between the findings for each type of
conflict situation. For conflict situations that had constructive
outcomes, 89.5% of the respondents said that conditions existed for the
reformation of the problem. Only 36.8% of the respondents for situa-
tions that had destructive outcomes stated the same. Evidently, it is
important to have alternatives when an impass is reached. One respond-
ent did not answer the question in each part.
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Question #35 There existed a current availability of diverse ideas that
were combined into novel and varied patterns
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 59.9%, or 22 of the respondents said yes.
* 34.2%, or 13 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 23.7%, or 9 of the respondents said yes.
* 68.4%, or 26 stated no.
Discussion
The findings indicated that in conflict situations that had con-
structive outcomes, 57.9% of the respondents said that there was a
utilization of diverse ideas in novel ways. That figure represents a
difference of 34.2% from the 23.7% indicated by the respondents for
conflict situations that had destructive outcomes. Three respondents
did not answer the guestion in each part.
Question #39 The conflict was regulated by institutional or social
norms
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 47.4%, or 18 of the respondents said yes.
* 47.4%, or 18 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 65.8%, or 25 of the respondents said yes.
* 34.2%, or 13 stated no.
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Pi scussion
Respondents stated that there were regulations in 18.4% more of the
conflict situations that had destructive outcomes than in conflict
situations that had constructive outcomes. Two respondents did not
answer the question in Part One.
Question #40 The cooperation of the conflicting parties was elicited by
coercion
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 2.6%, or 1 of the respondents said yes.
* 94.7%, or 36 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 28.9%, or 11 of the respondents said yes.
* 71.1%, or 27 stated no.
Pi scussi on
The findings indicate that for conflict situations that had destruc-
tive outcomes, there were 26.3% more situations with cooperation being
elicited by coercion than there were in conflict situations with con-
structive outcomes. One respondent did not answer the question in Part
One.
Summary . Four factors related to the social environment of the conflict
appeared to be associated with the outcome of the conflict situations.
Table 4 illustrates significant association (P.< .05) between outcome
and 1) conditions permitting the reformation of the
problem, 2) current
availability of diverse ideas, 3) regulation by social and institutional
norms, and 4) coercion used to elicit cooperation.
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TABLE 4
SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT
PROBABILITY OF ASSXIATION BETWEEN
INDIVIDUAL FACTORS AND OUTCOMES OF CONFLICT SITUATIONS^
FACTOR
^
11. The conflict surfaced in a confrontation 40
12. The level of conflict intensity 10
26. Stabilization of power was attempted by the parties 30
34. Conditions existed that permitted the reformation
of the problem 'S.Ol*
35. There was a current availability of diverse ideas ^.01*
39. The conflict was regulated by institutional
or social norms 03*
40. Cooperation was elicited by coercion <.01*
^Significant Association is indicated by a P of .05 or less.
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Interested Audiences
Questions 36, 37 and 38 solicit responses related to the interested
audiences to the conflict.
Question #36 There were interested audiences to the conflict
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 84.2%, or 32 of the respondents said yes.
* 13.2%, or 5 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 89.5%, or 34 of the respondents said yes.
* 10.5%, or 4 stated no.
Pi scussion
Although the findings for each situation are not exactly the same,
they are similar enough not to make a contrast between them. Both, in
comparison though, indicate that in about 85% of the situations there
were interested audiences. One respondent did not answer the question
in Part One.
Question #37 The interested audiences, if any, attempted to influence
the conflict
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 57.9%, or 22 of the respondents said yes.
* 28.9%, or 11 stated no.
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Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 63.2%, or 24 of the respondents said yes.
* 34.2%, or 13 stated no.
Pi scussion
Although the findings for each situation are not exactly the same,
they are similar enough not to make a contrast between them. Obviously
though, almost twice as many respondents in both types of situations
said that interested audiences tried to influence the conflict. Five
respondents did not answer the question in Part One, one in Part Two.
Question #38 The degree to which the conflicting parties were affected
by the actions of the audiences or by the parties' conceptions of the
possible actions of the audiences was
A. low
B . medium low
C. medium high
D. high
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 18.4%, or 7 of the respondents said A. low.
* 13.2%, or 5 stated B. medium low.
* 39.5%, or 15 indicated C. medium high.
* 10.5%, or 4 of the respondents said D. high.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 23.7%, or 9 of the respondents said A. low.
* 34.2%, or 13 stated B. medium low.
* 18.4%, or 7 indicated C. medium high.
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* 18.4%, or 7 of the respondents said D. high.
Pi scussion
The findings indicate that for conflict situations that had destruc-
tive outcomes, 26.3% more of the respondents stated a medium low to low
effect than did the respondents for conflict situations that had con-
structive outcomes. Nine of the respondents did not answer the question
in Part One, two in Part Two.
Summary . One factor related to the interested audiences to the conflict
appeared to be associated with the outcome of the conflict situations.
Table 5 illustrates a significant (P. < .05) association between outcome
and the degree of affect interested audiences had on conflicting par-
ties.
Strategy and Tactics
Questions 19, 20 and 33 solicit responses related to the strategy
and tactics employed by the parties in the conflict.
Question #19 The legitimacy of one another was recognized by
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 68.5%, or 25 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 26.3%, or 10 stated B. some of the parties.
* 2.6%, or 1 indicated C. none of the parties.
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TABLE 5
INTERESTED AUDIENCES
PROBABILITY OF ASSOCIATION BETWEEN
INDIVIDUAL FACTORS AND OUTCOMES OF CONFLICT SITUATIONS^
FACTOR
P_
36. There were interested audiences to the conflict 95
37. The interested audiences, if any, tried to
influence the conflict B5
38. The degree of effect interested audiences
had on the parties 04*
Significant Association is indicated by a £ of .05 or less.
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Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 39.5%, or 15 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 50.0%, or 19 stated B. some of the parties.
* 5.3%, or 2 indicated C. none of the parties.
Pi scussion
The findings indicate that 68.5% of the respondents stated that all
of the parties recognized the legitimacy of others in conflict situa-
tions that had constructive outcomes; 29.0% more than for conflict
situations that had destructive outcomes. Two respondents did not
answer the question in Part One and Part Two.
Question #20 The conflict was conscious and acknowledged by
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 78.9%, or 30 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 21.1%, or 8 stated B. some of the parties.
* none of the respondents indicated C. none of the parties.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 73.7%, or 28 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 23.7%, or 9 stated B. some of the parties.
* 2.6%, or 1 indicated C. none of the parties.
Pi scussion
Although the findings are not exactly the same, they are similar
enough not to make a contrast between them. The findings show that for
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both types of conflict situations, approximately three fourths of the
respondents stated that the conflict was conscious and acknowledged by
all of the parties.
Question #33 The conflicting parties were committed to making changes
in their actions that would allow for a constructive outcome
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 71.1%, or 27 of the respondents said yes.
* 28.9%, or 11 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 15.8%, or 6 of the respondents said yes.
* 84.2%, or 32 stated no.
Pi scussion
Respondents stated that the conflicting parties were committed to
changes in 71.1% of the conflict situations that had constructive out-
comes; 55.3% more than stated for the same in conflict situations that
had destructive outcomes.
Summary . One factor related to the strategy and tactics used by the
conflicting parties appeared to be associated with the outcome of the
conflict situations. Table 6 illustrates a significant (P. ^ .05)
association between outcome and the committment of the parties to make
changes in their actions that would result in constructive outcomes.
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TABLE 6
STRATEGY AND TACTICS
PROBABILITY OF ASSOCIATION BETWEEN
INDIVIDUAL FACTORS AND OUTCOMES OF CONFLICT SITUATIONS^
FACTOR
P_
19. The legitimacy of one another was recognized 05
20. The conflict was conscious and acknowledged 50
33. The parties were committed to making changes
in their actions that would result in
constructive outcomes <.01*
^Significant Association is indicated by a £ of .05 or less.
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Consequences
Questions 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 27, 31 and 32 solicit responses
related to the consequences of the conflict to each of the parties.
Question #13 The conflict threatened the security of
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 50.0%, or 19 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 36.8%, or 14 stated B. some of the parties.
* 13.2%, or 5 indicated C. none of the parties.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 55.3%, or 21 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 44.7%, or 17 stated B. some of the parties.
* none of the respondents indicated C. none of the parties.
Pi scussion
The findings indicate that in both types of conflict situations the
respondents stated that in 86.8% and 100% of the cases, respectively,
some of the parties' security was threatened.
Question #14 The conflict threatened the present social interactions of
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
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Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 50.0%, or 19 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 36.8%, or 14 stated B. some of the parties.
* 13.2%, or 5 indicated C. none of the parties.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 63.2%, or 24 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 26.3%, or 10 stated B. some of the parties.
* 10.5%, or 4 indicated C. none of the parties.
Pi scussion
Although the findings are not exactly the same, they are similar
enough not to make a contrast between them. In comparison, for both
types of situations, the respondents indicated in at least one-half of
the cases all of the parties' social interactions were affected by the
confl ict.
Question #15 The conflict threatened the esteem of
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 47.4%, or 18 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 50.0%, or 19 stated B. some of the parties.
* 2.6%, or 1 indicated C. none of the parties.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive
outcomes
* 57.9%, or 22 of the respondents said A. all of
the parties.
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* 36.8%, or 14 stated B. some of the parties,
* 5.3%, or 2 indicated C. none of the parties.
Pi scussion
The findings indicate that in a high percentage of cases for both
types of conflicts, all or some of the parties' esteem was threatened.
Question #16 The conflict threatened the self actualization of
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 36.8%, or 14 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 36.8%, or 14 stated B. some of the parties.
* 23.7%, or 9 indicated C. none of the parties.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 34.2%, or 13 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 44.7%, or 17 stated B. some of the parties.
* 18.4%, or 7 indicated C. none of the parties.
Pi scussion
Although the findings are not exactly the same for each type of
situation, they are similar enough not to make a contrast between them.
In both types of situations, though, about three fourths of the respond-
ents indicated that all or some of the parties' self actualization was
threatened. One respondent did not answer the guestion in Parts One and
Two
.
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Question #17 The degree to which the conflict was viewed to be impor-
tant by the parties involved was high for
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 65.8%, or 25 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 34.2%, or 13 stated B. some of the parties.
* none of the respondents indicated C. none of the parties.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 76.3%, or 29 of the respondents said A. all of the parties.
* 23.0%, or 9 stated B. some of the parties.
* none of the respondents indicated C. none of the parties.
Discussion
The findings indicate that for both types of conflict situations,
some or all of the parties view the conflict as important to a high
degree
.
Question #27 The conflicting parties saw the conflict as a mutual
problem
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 57.9%, or 22 of the respondents said yes.
* 42.1%, or 16 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had de structive
outcome_s
* 36.8%, or 14 of the respondents said yes.
* 60.5%, or 24 stated no.
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Pi scussion
The findings indicate that 21.1% more of the respondents said that
the parties saw the conflict as a mutual problem in conflict situations
that had constructive outcomes, than for the same in conflict situations
that had destructive outcomes. One respondent did not answer the ques-
tion in Part Two.
Question #31 The recognized cost of the conflict to the conflicting
parties in terms of money, labor, time, etc. was
A. low
B. medium low
C . medium high
D. high
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 10.5%, or 4 of the respondents said A. low.
* 15.8%, or 6 stated B. medium low.
* 31.6%, or 12 indicated C. medium high.
* 42.1%, or 16 of the respondents said D. high.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 2.6%, or 1 of the respondents said A. low.
* 10.5%, or 4 stated B. medium low.
* 34.2%, or 13 indicated C. medium high.
* 52.6%, or 20 of the respondents said D. high.
Pi scussion
In both types of situations, a high percentage of the respondents,
over 70%, indicated that the conflicting parties saw the cost of the
conflict as medium high to high.
Question #32 Each conflicting party expected some net gain as an out-
come of the conflict
yes no
Findings for conflict situations that had constructive outcomes
* 52.6%, or 20 of the respondents said yes.
* 44.7%, or 17 stated no.
Findings for conflict situations that had destructive outcomes
* 47.4%, or 18 of the respondents said yes.
* 52.6%, or 20 stated no.
Discussion
The findings are almost exactly the same for each type of conflict
situation. Also, the findings are almost exactly the same within each
situation with the responses almost divided in half.
Summary . Two factors related to the conseguences of the conflict appea
ed to be associated with the outcome of the conflict situations. Table
7 illustrates a significant (P. < .05) association between outcome and
parties feeling a threat to their security. A similar association is
indicated for the variable related to the parties viewing the conflict
as a mutual problem.
Summary
This chapter was organized into seven sections, each
summarizing
the findings of the guestionnaire. For each item
the percentage and
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TABLE 7
CONSEQUENCES
PROBABILITY OF ASSXIATION BETVJEEN
INDIVIDUAL FACTORS AND OUTCOMES OF CONFLICT SITUATIONS^
FACTOR
P_
13. The conflict threatened the security of the parties 05*
14. The conflict threatened the present social
interactions of the parties 50
15. The conflict threatened the esteem of the parties 50
16. The conflict threatened the self-actualization
of the parties SO
17. The degree to which the conflict was viewed important 60
27. The conflict was seen as a mutual problem 05*
31. The recognized cost of the conflict to the parties 50
32. The expected net gain to the parties 75
^Significant Association is indicated by a P of .05 or less.
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number of responses were reported with a brief discussion of the fig-
ures. As the findings indicate, the responses for some variables are
similar for both types of conflict situations. For others there are
marked differences.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The purpose of this study was to identify those conditions which
seem necessary for the constructive utilization of interpersonal and
intergroup conflict on organizations.
A review of the related literature suggested the need for compre-
hensive studies of conflict situations. The studies would identify and
examine variables affecting the course of those conflict situations and
provide data for the expansion of an existing body of knowledge. The
following seven variables were identified as the focus of the study;
1. The characteristics of the conflicting parties.
2. Their prior relationship to one another.
3. The nature of the issues giving rise to the conflict.
4. The social environment within which the conflict occurred.
5. The interested audiences to the conflict.
6. The strategy and tactics employed by the conflicting parties.
7. The consequences of the conflict.
The basis for the design of the study was described, including the
key assumptions used in developing the questionnaire. Also
described
was the population to be surveyed.
Members of the International Association of Applied Social
Scientists - North East Region were asked to serve as the
population for
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the study. Using a modified critical incident technique, lAASS members
responded to the developed questionnaire and provided information regard-
ing two conflict situations with which they had been involved. One
situation was to be characterized by constructive outcomes, the other by
destructive outcomes.
Results of the questionnaire were categorized by the variables
identified, reported, and discussed, question by question.
Characteristics of the Parties . Results of the study affirmed certain
assumptions about the characteristics of the parties in conflict and
their affect on the course of conflict situations. It appears that
constructive outcomes are more likely if the following conditions exist:
* The parties develop an accurate perception and understanding of
their conflict.
* The parties perceive similarities in their beliefs and values.
Prior Relationship of the Parties . Also affirmed by the results of the
study was an assumption about the effect of the parties' prior relation-
ship to one another. The results indicated that constructive outcomes
are more likely if the following condition exists:
* The belief in one another's honesty, reliability and good intent
exists
Nature of the Issue . One assumption about the relationship of the
nature of the issue and outcome was affirmed. Constructive outcomes are
more difficult if:
* The conflict is recurring.
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Social_Environment. The results of the study supported some of the
assumptions about the effect of the social environment on conflict
situations. The following conditions tend to contribute to constructive
outcomes
:
* The conflict is regulated by social and institutional norms.
* Cooperation is not elicited by coercion.
* Conditions exist for the reformulation of the problem when an
impass is reached.
* There exists a variety of diverse ideas that can be combined into
novel and varied patterns.
Interested Audiences . The results indicate that constructive outcomes
are more likely if:
* Interested audiences have a medium high to high influence on the
conflicting parties.
Strategy and Tactics . Results of the study affinned one assumption
about the effect of strategy and tactics on conflict situations. There
was a greater tendency toward constructive outcomes when:
* The conflicting parties were committed to making changes in their
actions that would allow for constructive outcomes.
Consequences . The results indicated that constructive outcomes are more
likely if:
* The conflict threatened the security of the conflicting
parties
.
* The conflict was seen as a mutual problem by the parties.
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Impi ications
The findings of this study included significant information related
to the variables affecting conflict situations. It appears that this
information has implications for those who are involved with conflict,
be they a conflicting party, an interested audience or a third party
consultant. Individuals and groups once reticent to face conflict
situations head on due to negative past experiences might be more open
to considering that opportunity. Those who already actively involve
themselves in conflicts might do so with a better knowledge base.
It appears that when it comes to developing constructive outcomes
and reducing destructive outcomes from conflict situations, prevention
may be more helpful than remedy. This is not to negate the importance
of third party consultants. There is certainly room for them in opening
lines of communication, clarifying expectations and processes, protect-
ing the parties, general facilitating, and being an overall resource.
The results of the study, though, indicated a need for the develop-
ment of individual knowledge and skills about conflict and the develop-
ment of both formal and infomal relationships in organizations.
A paradigm is often used to provide a framework for analysis of a
situation. Questions asked in the analysis might be 1) what should I
look for in this situation? 2) What should I learn? and 3) What new
topics are opened for further study?
Of the 46 factors identified in the literature and used as the
basis for this study only 12 were determined to be significant by the
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results of the questionnaire. Each of the seven variables identified as
the focus of the study were represented by the 12 factors. It appears
that the seven variables may be what needs to be considered when analyz-
ing a conflict situation but the usable number of factors may be more
limited than originally thought.
There is also an implication that people could improve the likeli-
hood of conflicts having constructive outcomes by learning 1) what
conditions lead to which outcomes, 2) problem solving methodology and 3)
how to build better relationships. One way to accomplish this could be
the establishment of task forces of peers, or vertical line positions.
Another method might be the development of "family" teams. Another, the
development of shared goals, resources and rewards among members of the
organization
.
The results relative to social environment indicated the importance
of resources for creative problem solving in developing constructive
outcomes. This implies the need for organizations to invest in training
and development in problem solving methodology and creative thinking.
Of particular importance would be problem identification.
The results indicated that organizations would benefit if they also
establish a social environment characterized by clear identifiable
processes for handling conflict. This would include the implementation
of constraints on waging conflict and methods for stabilizing power.
Parties to conflicts should be able to identify interested audi-
ences and the pressures that those audiences place on the conflict. It
may be necessary at times for the parties to included interested audi-
ences in open discussions so that expectations. are explicit and percep-
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tions are clarified. This might reduce the level of power politics.
The importance of legitimizing differences has been stated. One
implication of this could be significant to the third party consultant.
In assisting conflicting parties, it may be helpful to use established
communication improvement methods such as active listening and role
reversal to help the parties see each other's position.
Recommendations
The discussion of conflict in organization development literature,
more often than not, is given brief attention. Often relegated to the
last section of a text, under the title "organization change and con-
flict," the significance of conflict is shortchanged. Conflict could be
given more attention in the literature.
Throughout the review of the literature authors presented different
variables that affect conflict situations. Of particular value would be
the explanation of how those variables affect conflict situations. In
order to develop more data about the variables identified, more in-depth
studies should be done on each. Additionally, studies considering the
impact of the variables on each other would be helpful.
This study used a questionnaire developed from specific assump-
tions. Based upon the results of the study the questionnaire could be
redesigned, tested, and modified for use in organizations to assess the
conditions relative to the organization's capability for handling con-
flict.
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The results of the study present a case for training in handling
conflict. This should be done as part of internal training and devel-
opment programs as well as higher education degree programs.
Third party consultants need to improve their knowledge base about
conflict. Generally, they do a good job of being a neutral facilitator
in meetings to resolve conflict. It would be helpful if they could also
assist organizations in understanding the nature of conflict and how to
develop more constructive outcomes.
CONCLUSION
This study has presented a summary of the variables affecting
conflict situations. It has provided a comprehensive overview of those
conditions necessary for constructive outcomes from conflict situations.
Additionally, it has identified significant implications and recommen-
dations based upon the results of the study. Hopefully, it will open up
new topics for investigation such as detennining 1) what facilitates
the creation and development of conditions leading to constructive
outcomes and 2) what facilitates overcoming conditions leading to
destructive outcomes?
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This questionnaire is part of a study that is attempting to identi-
fy critical conditions necessary for the constructive utilization of
conflict.
There are two parts to this questionnaire. The first part requests
information about your knowledge of a conflict situation that had con-
structive outcomes. In other words, a conflict situation which had
outcomes satisfying to the participants and giving them a sense of gain.
The second part requests information about your knowledge of a
conflict situation that had destructive outcomes. In other words, a
conflict situation which had outcomes dissatisfying to the participants
and giving them a sense of loss.
For a few moments, sit back and think about a past conflict situa-
tion of which you have knowledge. It should be one that you consider
having CONSTRUCTIVE outcomes and having been between two or more people,
groups, etc.
When you complete part one please go on to part two. Answer the
questions for a conflict situation having DESTRUCTIVE outcomes.
When you have it fixed in your mind, please respond to the follow-
ing questions/statements as indicated.
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CIRCLE THE MOST APPROPRIATE ANSWER.
1. The conflicting parties evolved a cooperative (competitive) rela-
tionship in handling the conflict.
yes no
2. The conflict was
A. interpersonal
B. intergroup
C. international
D. other
3. The conflict was initially understood and perceived accurately by
A. al 1 of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
4. The involved parties developed an understanding and accurate per-
ception of the conflict.
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
5. The conflict was based upon the parties not recognizing available
resources to meet their needs (contingent).
yes no
6. There was an unexpressed conflict underlying the one being ex-
pressed (di splaced)
.
yes no
7. The conflict was not between the parties identified, but rather
between one or more of the parties and an unidentified party.
05
yes no
8. There was an identifiable reason for the conflict being expressed.
yes no
9. Conflict was instigated by fears or aversions on the part of
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
10. The conflict surfaced at a major turning point in the course of
events for the parties involved.
yes no
11. The conflict surfaced in a bold defiant face-to-face interchange
(confrontati on)
yes no
12. The level of conflict intensity was
A. low
B. medium 1 ow
C. medium high
D. high
13.
The conflict threatened the security of
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
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14.
The conflict threatened the present social interactions of
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
15. The conflict threatened the esteem of
A. 3l 1 of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
16. The conflict threatened the self actualization of
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
17. The degree to which the conflict was viewed to be important by the
parties involved was high for
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
18. The conflicting parties were of the same position status.
yes no
19. The legitimacy of one another was recognized by
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
20. The conflict was conscious and acknowledged by
A. all of the parties
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B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
21. The degree of belief in one another's honesty, reliability and good
intent was
A. low
B
. ^
medium 1 ow
C. medium high
D . high
22. The number of cooperative bonds between the conflicting parties
initially was
A. low
B. medium low
C. medium high
D. high
23. The strength of the cooperative bonds, if any existed, initially
was
A. low
B. medium low
C. medium high
D. high
24. The level of suspicion and hostility between the conflicting par-
ties ini ti al ly was
A. low
B. medium low
98
C . medium high
D. high
25.
The communication between the conflicting parties was initially
reliable and open,
yes no
26. The stabilization of power (establishment of guidelines for
use/non-use) was attempted by the conflicting parties
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
27. The conflicting parties saw the conflict as a mutual problem
yes no
28. The conflicting parties perceived a similarity in their beliefs and
values
.
yes no
29. If a conflicting party contained more than one person, it was
internally homogeneous (such as race, sex, religion, age group,
etc
.)
.
30.
A. al 1 of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
The conflicting parties had distinctly overlapping characteristics,
yes no
The recognized cost of the conflict to the conflicting parties
in
terms of money, labor, time, etc. was
»
i
31.
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A. low
B. medium low
C. medium high
D. high
32. Each conflicting party expected some net gain as an outcome of the
confl ict
.
yes no
33. The conflicting parties were committed to making changes in their
actions that would allow for a constructive outcome.
yes no
34. There existed conditions that permitted the reformation of the
problem once an impass had been reached
yes no
35. There existed a current availability of diverse ideas that were
combined into novel and varied patterns
yes no
36. There were interested audiences to the conflict
yes no
37. The interested audiences, if any, attempted to influence the
confl ict
yes no
38. The degree to which the conflicting parties were affected
by the
actions of the audiences or by the parties' conceptions
of the
possible actions of the audiences was
A. low
100
B . med i um low
C. medium high
0. high
39. The conflict was regulated by institutional or social norms
yes no
40. The cooperation of the conflicting parties was elicited by coercion
yes no
41. This was a recurring conflict
yes no
42. The conflicting parties had prior experience individually working
out this type of conflict.
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
43. The conflicting parties had prior experience collectively working
out this type of conflict.
yes no
44. The conflicting parties had prior experience collectively working
out other types of conflicts.
yes no
45. The conflicting parties had prior experience individually working
out other types of conflicts.
A. all of the parties
B. some of the parties
C. none of the parties
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46. The number of conflicting parties was
A. one
B . two
C. three
D.

